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Unmind

Introduction

Welcome  to  the  first  edition  of  'Unmind'  which  is  the  way  or  'how  to'  of  Qultura
methodology.

But I will write some words for those of you who are thinking "What the hell is Qultura
methodology?"

Qultura (methodology) is a derivative of Therevada (Tibetan) Buddhism. Like Buddhism
Qultura  can  teach  you  about  mysticism,  existence  and  transform  your  state  of
consciousness.

Only Qultura is a stripped down, 'bare bones' derivative of Therevada Buddhism.

While the mystical principles between Buddhism and Qultura are pretty much the same -
dependent or mutual arising, reincarnation and karma - Buddhism and Qultura are also
two complete different methods which are completely different from one another.

What we understand Buddhism today in modern Western culture is that it is a religion, or a
philosophy  which  is  based  around the  Four  Noble  Truths  and the  Eightfold  Path.  The
foundation premise  is  that  suffering comes from attachments  and desires.  The general
consensus is that in order to transform your consciousness you need to become a Buddhist
and do all of the following:

• embrace the Four Noble Truths

• follow the method through following an Eightfold Path

• practise meditation and contemplation so as to resolve karma

Qultura takes you in a completely different direction altogether.

Unlike Buddhism, Qultura is completely mystical, magical and shamanistic in nature. For a
start the foundation premise is completely different.

All trauma and suffering is manifest out of division and perception of division.

There is no method that you need to follow. At all.
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You see all existence is change just as all non-existence is change. Everything is change,
nothing can be held onto.

This means that all  existence is flow and being completely connected between self  and
universe, self and environment and also self and other.

You don't need to follow a method to exist or to live. You simply connect and go with the
flow. This is exactly what you were doing when you were born.

Therefore  Qultura  methodology  is  four  universal  principles  and  two  mystical  truths  -
dependent arising and karma (Natural Law).

Unmind is the 'how to' or 'way' for those wishing to create a Qultura method.

You  do  not  'follow'  a  method  as  you  would  elsewhere.  You  create  your  own  Qultura
methods (and you can create more than one) on the basis of your Principle and Process.

This means that Qultura as a methodology is far simpler and a lot more straightforward
than other methods, such as Buddhism and the Tao Te Ching, and it's even simpler and
easier to learn than practices such as yoga.

You get the complete methodology for free from The Principle and the Process which is the
foundation  ebook  for  the  complete  method  accessible  from  the  Qultura  website  (links
below).

This is simply Unmind, which is about what you need to develop a Qultura method.

The best way of developing a Qultura method to overcome separateness and division in
your social environment is through the Qultura community.

It's  all  completely free of  charge and also completely  free from ideology and organized
belief systems.

If  you've got to life,  then surely it  makes sense to go with the flow and enjoy your life
experience as much as is human possibly, right?

Have fun creating your Qultura methods

You can access the Qultura website here.

You can join the Qultura community here.

If you want to help develop the Qultura community click on this link.
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The Tree Example

Unmind  starts  in  the  exact  same  place  as  anything  else  when  it  comes  to  Qultura
methodology and that is with the Tree Example. Doesn't matter whether you are familiar
with Qultura methodology or not. The starting point for Qultura methodology is always the
Tree Example. The tree in the Qultura logo stands for something. It stands for that what
unites all in living existence in the principle of unity.

Here is a tree.

This tree exists as part of a natural environment and therefore it exists in the universe. The
tree is a conscious tree because it exists, and because it exists in space, it also exists in
reality.

This is the mystical transaction between the individual organism and its environment. All
existence is relationship and that relationship is based on the interaction of consciousness
and space through energy and physicality.

You are not a tree. The tree is not you.

The mystical transaction is a relationship between an individual conscious perspective and
an  environment.  Everything  in  existence,  and  everyone  in  existence  has  a  unique  and
individual mystical transaction and relationship to their environment.
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You  are  in  reality  an  individual  conscious  perspective  relative  through  an  individual
mystical transaction to an environment. This environment starts with your physical body
and ends with  the  universe.  But  you are  also your environment and you are  also your
physical body on one level or plane of consciousness and the universe on another level or
plane of consciousness.

Consider that from another conscious perspective you are environment.

All trauma and suffering is manifest out of division and perception of division.

This is the foundation premise of Qultura methodology.

Consider that the tree is always relative to and connected to its environment. The tree is
rooted to the ground, just as you are rooted to the ground. Or do you live under water? Can
you naturally fly? How long can you live without breathing air? Without access to clean
water? Without access to a social environment?

But the tree is also connected to other, because where you find trees you also find birds,
squirrels, insects, plants, grass, moss, and people.

The tree is also, for as long as it lives, always a tree. It has physical form as a tree. It has a
trunk, it has roots, it has branches, and outside of winter it has leaves.

This gives us another aspect of the mystical transaction - the environment creates, the tree
grows.

See how the tree grows out of the ground and is part of the natural environment. See how
the branches grow out of the trunk in a radial pattern. See also how you were created by
your environment. See how your arms and legs grow out of your trunk in the same radial
pattern.

The tree is an excellent tree. There is no doubt that this is a tree. The tree does not need to
be taught or shown how to be a tree. The tree does not need to explain that it is a tree. It
just is a tree.

Likewise you are excellent at being you. Have you ever doubted that you are you? You do
not need to be taught or shown by anyone how to be you. You do not need to explain that
you are you. You simply are you.

This gives us the Principle and the Process - the how and what of existence.

Existence is a Principle, creativity and interaction is a Process.
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This is all you need to know about existence and about life - the Principle and the Process.

What could be simpler?
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The Figure of Eight

The  Figure  of  Eight  is  the  core  concept  of  unmind,  which  is  very  much  the  mystical
principle of developing a Qultura method.

Unmind is comprised of eight mystical principles or fundamental truths about existence, so
there is no need for any ideology, belief systems, philosophies or any kind of addition to
these principles from human thinking and human imagination.

Any Qultura method you choose to develop should embrace all  eight  of  these mystical
principles or truths.

Please be aware that the figure of 8 is composed of two circles or cycles. In order to be able
to  develop  a  Qultura  method  you  need  to  have  a  connection  or  be  in  some  kind  of
relationship with your environment and a community.

If you are not being creative and interactive in a relationship with your environment and
community it's not possible to develop a Qultura method and there is no Qultura method to
speak  of.  Qultura  methodology  is  not  a  belief  system,  it's  not  an  ideology,  it's  not  a
philosophy.

Qultura methodology is mysticism.

This is how you get 'unmind', which is the 'way' or 'method' of Qultura methodology. There
is no thinking whatsoever involved.
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There is no meditation or yoga involved in Qultura methodology, simply because these are
passive forms of developing consciousness. Qultura methodology is all about developing
consciousness directly through the felt sense of immediate experience.

It's  all  about  conscious  perception,  sensing  and  feeling  your  way  through  life.  Direct
community participation and involvement, social interaction, community work, liberating
others from trauma and suffering, befriending, emotional support, creativity, developing
cultural awareness, seeking out pleasure for yourself and others, sharing happiness, having
fun, enjoying yourself, and going through as many conscious experiences of life as possible
through unmind is how you develop a Qultura method.

Being miserable and boring isn't how you develop a Qultura method. Are you getting the
concept?

Another important aspect about the figure of 8 is that, when you turn the '8' on its side, you
get the symbol of infinity.

You're not going to find a set of specific instructions to follow on how to develop a Qultura
method here. You're just getting the mystical principles in this book and nothing much
more than that.

Who's life are you living? Your life? My life or someone else's life? You have to create your
own Qultura method based on your experiences and perspective of  life,  your conscious
experiences, your environmental perception, your truth, your reality.

Your  method  or  methods  are  your  methods  alone.  Based  on  your  reality,  your  life
experience, your perception. You can develop or or more Qultura methods. Create one for
every day you live if you like.

Play around with the methodology. Find out what works for you and what doesn't. Just
make sure that you're connected to environment and community.

So let's get stuck into the principles, right?
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Zero

Zero (0) always symbolizes and signifies space. Zero is relative to The Fool in the Major
Arcana of the Tarot.

Zero can mean many different things because space is what connects everything through
non-existence, emptiness and the void. The universe is space, infinite space, which contains
everything in existence and goes on and on and on and on and on.

Space is what defines everything in existence in the present moment and also everything
which doesn't exist and which may exist at some point. Therefore space is both reality and
possibility.

Space is always relative to consciousness, to energy and also to akasha or spirit.
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One

One (1) in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies consciousness and existence. One is
relative to The Magician, a card from the Major Arcana in the Tarot. In astrology One is
relative  to  the  astrological  sign  of  Aries  and the  planet  Mars,  which  symbolizes  direct
action.

Consciousness  is  random,  spontaneous,  cannot  ever  be  defined,  understood  or  known
because like space to which it is always directly relative, it is infinite and keeps happening.

This is what consciousness is, it's happening. This is existence, this is information, it's also
a  relationship  because  consciousness  is  always  relative  to  space  and  it's  through  this
relationship with space that existence and consciousness becomes real and reality.

How do you know what exists if there is no space and also that what doesn't exist?

This is where we get the principle of unity because everything in existence is happening.

The  clouds  are  happening.  The  air  is  happening.  You  are  happening.  This  planet  is
happening.  The  environment  is  happening.  Water  is  happening.  Your  breathing  is
happening.  Birds  are  happening.  Other  people  are  happening.  Traffic  is  happening.
Conversations are happening.
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Two

Two (2) in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies a duality or polarity, therefore two
symbolizes energy and physicality. Two is directly relative to the High Priestess card in the
Major Arcana of the Tarot, and in astrology the astrological sign of Taurus and through
Taurus, the physical symbolism of the planet Venus.

Therefore  Two  also  symbolizes  feelings,  emotions,  sensations  and  experiences  through
physicality and the sensory perception of energy vibrations, resonances and resistances.

From Two we get Creative Law, the first universal principle of Qultura methodology and
also  the  other  concepts  of  Qultura  methodology,  which  are  based  on  Natural  Law  -
dependent arising and karma.
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Creative Law

This is Creative Law. This is the foundation universal principle of Qultura methodology.

Consciousness and space

All  existence  is  based  on  the  interaction  of  consciousness  and space.  This  is  a  simple
relationship:

• Consciousness is existence, which is also information.

• Space is non-existence, which is also the environment for consciousness.

This means that consciousness is existence, and space is the reality which defines existence.
The  universe  is  the  space  which  contains  all  the  consciousness  in  existence.  Both
consciousness and space are infinite, which means that neither reality nor existence can
ever become fully known, understood, or explained. Creative Law is just the principle of
existence, and does not explain either existence or reality.

The Energy Spectrum

Unlike consciousness and space, energy is constant, cannot be created or destroyed.

The universe expands through consciousness and space passing through energy, which is a
matter of:
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• energy wavelength

• energy frequency

• how energy relates to consciousness and space

This means that the higher the frequency of energy, the closer it is relative to space. The
closer the relationship is between energy and space, the more traumatic and forceful energy
becomes.

This  also  means  that  the  lower  the  frequency  of  energy  is,  the  closer  it  is  relative  to
consciousness. The closer the relationship is between energy and consciousness, the more
dramatic and less forceful energy becomes until it reaches Zero Point and there is harmony
and equilibrium between energy and consciousness coexistent with space.

Trauma, which creates chaos out of separation, division and fragmentation, is the starting
point  for  any  process  of  creativity  and  interaction.  Consciousness  is  developed  in  the
universe  through  reduction  of  energy  frequency  to  achieve  harmony,  balance  and
equilibrium.

Core principles of existence

As all consciousness and space passes through energy, there are just three core principles of
existence. Everything in existence is:

• individual

• binary

• cyclical

Reincarnation

All living existence is based on an extremely close relationship between consciousness and
energy based on extremely long wavelengths and extremely low frequencies of energy.

All biological evolution is the same cycles of creativity and interaction but on a completely
different plane of consciousness which perceives the universe through a physical (biological
form) from a specific and unique perspective of consciousness.
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Just  as  trauma is  the  starting point  of  any  process  of  creativity  and interaction in  the
universe, death is the starting point for any process of creativity and interaction through
living existence.

Trauma can only be negated through drama and the development of consciousness. Life is
the dramatic response to the trauma of death.
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Dependent arising

To be or not to be is not the question.

Dependent arising is the mystical understanding that if you are part of the universe, as you
are in reality, then you are of the universe and the same as the universe.

But you are not the universe. You are of the universe.

You exist  and yet  you also  don't  exist  and  it  is  your  non-existence  which defines  your
reality. You cannot just exist, just as you can never not exist. Existence and non-existence is
the only constant of your experience of life.

You  are  always  relative  to  an  environment  and  through  this  environment  relative  to
everything else in existence.

There  is  no  separateness  or  division  whatsoever  in  reality  in  the  universe.  All  such
separateness  and divisions  are  illusions  and if  you make  such illusions  reality  through
choice then you will experience the same such separateness and divisions as a consequence.

This means that as existence and non-existence are different but yet one and the same,
consciousness and space are different and yet one and the same.

Black and white are different and yet one and the same.

Male and female are different and yet one and the same.
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Inside and outside are both different and yet one and the same.

Trauma and drama are both different and yet one and the same.

These are but a few examples.

All existence is change just as all non-existence is change. Nothing can be held on to for
that creates separateness and division.

Therefore it is enough to just go with the flow and focus on connection.

There are connections out there in everything. Seek them and you will find.
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Natural Law (karma)

Karma is a Sanskrit word which means quite simply action and nothing more than this. As
karma is the physical manifestation of Natural Law, which applies equally to everything in
existence,  then  karma  relates  specifically  to  the  action,  reaction  and  interaction  which
manifests from the constant cycles of creativity and interaction throughout the universe.

Therefore karma is the physical manifestation of Natural Law and also forms the basis of
dependent arising, which I have covered previously.

Fundamentally  all  existence  is  predicated  on  balance,  harmony and equilibrium which
gives  us  the  understanding  of  dependent  arising,  and  everything  in  existence  being
interconnected and interdependent on everything else in existence.

However all existence is cyclical in nature and is manifest through energy and physicality
which exists in the form of a cycle or wave (the Creative Cycle in Creative Law) so balance,
harmony,  and  equilibrium  is  part  of  that  cycle  and  in  opposition  to  chaos,  disorder,
separateness and division, which is manifest through trauma.

Thus  we  have  karma,  which  is  the  constant  cycles  of  action,  reaction,  and  interaction
between everything in existence in the universe.

Karma is therefore relative to all aspects of the mystical transaction, therefore between you
and  the  universe,  between  you  and  your  environment,  and  between  you  and  other
individuals. This means that karma applies both to what happens to you and what you do in
response to that what happens to you.

Therefore karma relates to both your Principle and your Process. Your Process is all about
experiencing, building and resolving karma, and your Principle is all about your ability to
move past and resolve karma to achieve balance, harmony and equilibrium in life.
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In order to achieve balance,  harmony and equilibrium in life  you need to resolve your
karma and this can be done most directly and most efficiently through unmind.

If karma is manifest through separateness and division, then karma can only be resolved
through  connection  and  re-connection  between  you  and  the  universe,  you  and  your
environment, and you and other through community.
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Three

Three in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies form, usually through some kind of
trilogy or trinity, such as:

• mind, body and soul

• the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit

• the method, the text and the experience in both Buddhism and Taoism

• consciousness, energy and space

Three is considered the base magical number.

Three is directly relative to the Empress card in the Major Arcana of the Tarot and also in
astrology to  the  third sign of  the zodiac,  Gemini  and Mercury.  Mercury in astrology is
symbolic  of  communication and interaction,  and through Gemini  the physical,  abstract
aspects of Mercury are emphasized.

From three we get the Triangular Relationship, the second universal principle of Qultura
methodology which defines the different forms of reality you experience as part of your
existence and thus, defines your form of existence.

It is from your experiences of actual reality and cultural reality that you experience your
individual  reality  and  develop  consciousness  through  creating  and  developing  your
individual truth.
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The Triangular Relationship

The  Triangular  Relationship  is  developed  out  of  Creative  Law.  It  defines  the  different
versions of reality which make up your individual reality and experience of life.

There’s two different realities.

There’s actual reality. This is your existential reality, this is the universe, Nature, biological
evolution, and mysticism. This reality is centred around your consciousness and individual
conscious perspective.

Then there’s cultural reality.  This is  the reality  which is created and defined by human
thinking, human concepts, human beliefs. This is the reality of social and cultural beliefs,
the Ego, social conditioning, concepts such as God, money, time, and also personality, and
your concept of self. Cultural reality is based on your Process and psycho-physical reality.

Your individual reality is your experience and perception of both the above realities from
your individual conscious perspective (Principle).
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Four

Four in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies a perspective or a basis, from which you
get such things as:

• four seasons of the year

• four corners

• four cardinal directions (north, south east and west)

• language (vocabulary, syntax, culture and usage)

• four elements of the earth - fire, earth, air, water

Four also symbolizes the basis of a magic spell prior to casting.

Four in mysticism is directly relative to the Emperor card in the Tarot and to the fourth
astrological sign of the zodiac, Cancer which is associated with the Moon, which is all about
feelings, emotions and sensations.

From Four we get the basis of Qultura methodology, the Principle and the Process, which is
the third universal  principle,  and we also get  the fourth and last  universal  principle of
Qultura methodology, which is Primary Social Interaction.

This is because you get the four interactive components of the universe which are:

• consciousness

• energy

• space

• spirit (akasha)

Who you are, and here I mean who you really are, is a conscious experience and happening
and something you sense and feel rather than what you think and believe. This is what
defines your Principle and conscious perspective in the present moment.
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While your experiences of life may be random and constantly changing, your sense of living
existence and who you feel yourself to be in the present moment is a constant - hence the
Principle and the Process.
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The Principle & the Process

The Principle and the Process is the Qultura way of looking at yourself, your life and other 
people which is based on consciousness and reality, as opposed to the outdated 19th 
century way which is based on the Ego centred concept of Self, which is based on self-
image, societal position and self-esteem - which you might have or not. For some of you 
this might be a completely new perspective on things.

It's based on two concepts, the Principle and the Process, which are in actual reality one 
and the same, the Process, the reality of your life experience and who you really are.

The Principle

This is based on your individual perspective and perception of who you are (and who 
anyone else is) based on your current state of consciousness only in the present moment (or
any given moment), and is based on these four things:

• focus of conscious attention

• individual conscious perspective
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• level of conscious awareness

• the subconscious

The Process

This is the continuous process of creativity and interaction (in conscious terms, but is also 
your psycho-physical reality, which is made up of all of the following:

• the mind

• the brain

• senses

• a physical body

The difference between the Principle and the Process

It's important to understand that it's everything which makes up the Process which goes 
together to make up the Principle - who you really are at any given moment in time, such as
now, the present moment in time. But then you also have to bear in mind that everything 
you've experienced, everything you've ever felt, sensed, thought, seen, heard, touched, and 
so on, and also everything you've ever said, done, thought, and so on, is all recorded 
through memory into your subconscious. Right from the moment when you were 
conceived.

But this is just one life. What about all the other lives you could have lived prior to the life 
you are living now? What about your whole existence? Your evolution?

It's all there recorded into your subconscious through memory. Only you can't get at it 
because your focus of conscious attention is so narrow, and your individual conscious 
perspective is limited. It's only your conscious awareness which indicates what might be 
possible, and so it's your conscious awareness is what defines your imagination more than 
anything else.

Even all these three things together cannot possibly make up anything more than a tiny 
fraction of your subconscious, even if you only take into consideration the life you are living
now.
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What this means

Fundamentally this means two things.

The first thing this means is that only you can know who you really are. It's only you who 
have lived your life. It's only you who has had the same conscious perspective throughout, 
right from your birth to who you are now. Only you can define who you really are through 
figuring out your truth, your story and your life history. If there's such a thing as 
enlightenment then it can only come from somewhere that's deep inside you. It cannot 
come from anywhere else outside you, nor can it come from someone else who isn't you. 
They're not you. They're not the one who's living your life. They're not the one who has to 
deal with your reality.

You are.

But this also leads to the second thing. If you can only find enlightenment by trying to get at
as much of your subconscious as is humanly possible, but knowing that you cannot get all 
of it, then the only possible way for you to find out more about you is to find out as much as 
you can about your environment and other people.

This means that you need to seek the truth, be real, and connect as much as possible to 
other people in order to learn and discover your truth.
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Primary social interaction

This is the fourth and final universal principle and one which forms the basis for 
community standards throughout the Qultura community. Primary social interaction has 
four defining characteristics or criteria:

conscious

Primary social interaction needs to facilitate the development and sharing of consciousness 
through individual conscious perspective (Principle).

pleasant

Primary social interaction needs to be pleasant, warm, friendly to promote consciousness 
and reduction of natural energy frequency.

positive

Primary social interaction needs to be positive, promote trust, empathy and humanity, 
compassion and sympathy.

reaffirming

Primary social interaction needs to be reaffirming of individual truth and reality.
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Five

Five in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies an image, a symbol, authority, something
which is created out of nothing through drama and magic.

Five  is  the  sign  in  magic  to  summon  or  invoke  something  out  of  non-existence  into
existence.

Five in mysticism is directly relative to The Hierophant from the Major Arcana in the Tarot,
and in astrology to the 5th astrological sign of Leo, which is associated with the Sun, which
is of course all about being.

Five therefore symbolizes both drama and magic.

Qultura methodology is explicitly both dramatic and magical.
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Traumatic mindsets

A traumatic mindset is any mindset or way of thinking based on acceptance and a belief in
the false illusion of separateness between either Principle and Process, between self and
other or between self and environment.

This is based on the erronous, delusional belief that the Ego is real and the true identity of
the human individual and results in the creation of trauma, karma and suffering through
distorted and false beliefs  about one's  true  nature,  about  other people and about  one's
environment and relationships. There are five core traumatic mindsets all arising out of a
belief in separateness and Ego.

Lust

Lust  is  a  fundamental  motivation  or  desire  to  either  objectify,  dehumanize,  fetishize,
sexualize  or  abuse  yourself,  someone  else  or  something  else  for  the  purposes  of
gratification,  personal  fulfillment,  personal  gain,  personal  advantage  or  personal  profit
which is achieved non-consensually. Understand is also any desire or motivation to seek or
gain control or an advantage over another living being or human for the false illusion of
power, authority or control.
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Enmity

Enmity  is  a  fundamental  motivation  or  desire  to  destroy,  harm,  abuse,  cause  damage,
create division, create or cause suffering, pain, loss, hardship, separate, maim, injure, or
even kill another living being or human, use force against them.

Apathy

Apathy is a fundamental  motivation or desire to separate self  from other and reinforce
separateness  through  thinking,  communication  and  action  or  unthinking,  non-
communication and inaction so as to avoid connection, disconnect or remain indifferent or
passive from other and one's environment on the basis of environmental ignorance.

Mental restlessness (anxiety)

Mental  and emotional  restlessness  is  manifest  out  of  separateness  and a  focus  on Ego
which  results  in  an  inability  to  focus  or  achieve  discipline  of  faculty,  mindfulness  or
discipline  through  cycling  fear-based  thoughts  and  emotions  between  memory  and
imagination (such as anxiety).

Sceptical doubt

There is thinking, there is feeling, there is even breathing, communication and interaction
but the mind is well and truly closed and fixated on an ideological or philosophical belief
which  forms  the  basis  for  reality.  This  is  the  traumatic  mindset  of  the  small-minded
individual who is attached to separateness, Ego and belief cycles who is unable to perceive
or recognize either reality or truth. This can be a transient, temporary mindset just as much
as it can be a permanent unchanging mindset.
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The RAIN method

The RAIN method is  how you liberate yourself  from a traumatic mindset through four
simple steps the first letter of each stage makes up R-A-I-N which is a mnemonic device to
help you easily remember.

Whenever you find yourself in a traumatic mindset (which will still happen no matter how
effective your Qultura method is) or you encounter someone who has a traumatic mindset
you simply go through the following four stages to resolve the karma:

Recognize

The first step is to recognize that you or someone else is experiencing a traumatic mindset
and generating karma.

Accept

The next step is to accept that you or someone else is experiencing a traumatic mindset and
generating karma. It happens to the best of us.
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Investigate

The next step is to investigate how come you or someone else is experiencing a traumatic
mindset and generating karma. What is triggering it? What is motivating it? What was
going on before the traumatic mindset developed? What's the story? What was the action or
event (karma) which directly led to the traumatic mindset? Learn to dig deep into yourself
or other people to get to the narrative and backstory. Don't give up until you have what you
believe to be the truth.

Non-identify (non-attachment)

Liberation from a traumatic mindset and resolution of karma comes from non-identifying
and non-attachment to belief attachments, ideologies, outcomes, images, point scoring, and
moral reasoning. You are not a physical object or being, you are not your body, your mind,
your emotions,  your feelings, your thoughts, your words,  or your actions. You are your
conscious Principle. You are here to experience the universe, this planet, life, and to be
happy. You have no reason to be a mindless cunt about stuff which in the grand scheme of
things doesn't really matter.
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Six

Six  in  mysticism always  symbolizes  and signifies  the  Sun,  solar  power and the  Sacred
Masculine Principle.

Six is directly relative to The Lovers, a card from the Major Arcana of the Tarot, and in
astrology to the sixth sign of the zodiac Virgo and Mercury. Through Virgo the conscious
aspects of Mercury are manifest, such as mindfulness and discipline.

The Sacred Masculine Principle is manifest in eastern philosophies and religion through
'sadana', which is a Sanskrit word which means 'dwelling' or 'abode' but which explicitly
refers to discipline of faculty, mindfulness and discipline.

It is through the Sacred Masculine Principle that you serve others through mindfulness and
discipline,  seeking  out  wherever  humanly  possible  for  you  opportunities  for  pleasure,
happiness, fun, and love for yourself through the seeking out of opportunities to give other
people pleasure, happiness, fun and love.

This is one of two fundamental commitments of unmind.
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Seven

Seven in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies the Moon, lunar power and the Sacred
Feminine Principle.

Seven is directly relative to The Chariot,  from the Major Arcana in the Tarot,  and also
through astrology the seventh astrological sign of the zodiac Libra and its associated planet
Venus. Through Libra the conscious aspects of Venus are manifest, which are equanimity,
empathy, partnership and love.

The  Sacred  Feminine  Principle  is  about  creativity  and  interaction  from  a  position  of
darkness or trauma.

This  is  the  mystical  principle  behind  unmind,  connection  and  participation  to  one's
environment through community and direct community participation and involvement.

Through empowering the Sacred Feminine Principle we empower each other and all living
beings, and thus our natural environment.

Unmind  is  therefore  all  about  living  as  naturally  and  simply  as  a  human  being  as  is
humanly possible for you.

This is the eighth and final mystical principle of unmind.
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Eight

Eight in mysticism symbolizes and signifies akashic, mystical, meta-physical power.

Eight is directly relative to Strength from the Major Arcana of the Tarot, and in astrology to
the eighth astrological sign of Scorpio and its associated planet of Pluto.

Here it's very important to understand that the universe is a totality defined by the fact that
it is the collective of everything in existence within it in the present moment. You are an
individual within that totality.  The universe is  space,  you are not space,  you cannot be
space. You are consciousness manifest through physicality and energy.

Having power through control is an illusion which is rooted in ignorance. All existence is
relationship and also, all existence is change. Therefore having power through control is not
possible and if one seeks to obtain power through control one creates trauma, karma, and
places themselves at odds with the universe and their environment. This is a good way to
disrupt the flow, harmony and balance so that your environment and the universe comes
back on you and creates trauma, karma and disruption in your life experience.

The  key  to  accessing  power  is  to  give  up  control  completely  to  the  universe,  to  your
environment and to other so as to make the connections and go with the flow, so that the
power of the universe and your environment flows through you, through your mind, and
through your Principle.

This is a case of stepping back and saying to the universe, the environment and to all other,
"Okay, so show me what you can do." Understand in so doing you are also saying this back
to yourself.

The principle of unity is the equanimity and harmony which comes from sharing power,
opportunities and experiences of life.
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Nine

Nine in mysticism always symbolizes and signifies truth and conscious experience.

Nine is directly relative to the Hermit card from the Major Arcana of the Tarot,  and in
astrology to the 9th sign of the zodiac Sagittarius and its associated planet Jupiter which
are about the creation and development of mystical truth.

Your life is a finite amount of time and energy. You have your own karma to resolve. You
have a method through which to resolve your karma.

There is no need for you to waste your time and energy in life on the ignorance, foolishness
and delusional ideologies of others.

You now have a choice. This choice is always available to you. It's down to you whether you
make that choice or not.

You can whenever you want choose to live your individual truth in life.

This brings us to subversion and dealing with evil. Understand that:

• evil cannot be named

• evil cannot be directly confronted

• evil can always be subverted

All subversion is based on the outward creative self-expression of individual truth from an
individual conscious perspective.

You have that power within you and through unmind you can always exercise that power if
you so wish and desire.

You just need to connect and go with the flow.
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activities and involvement in community cultural development was the most natural and
efficient way of developing consciousness.
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